Improved Treatment Protocol for Moisture Damaged Skin
Due to Weeping Lymphorrhea with Bacterial Colonization
Problem

Problem

• Chronic skin
changes from
edema and
venous stasis
• Moisture
damaged skin
with dried serum
and bacterial
overgrowth
• AODM,
Cardiomyopathy,
Renal Disease
Day#0. 64 y/o diabetic male, chronic kidney disease, cardiomyopathy and edema. “I guess I left the leg braces on too long”.

• Moisture associated
dermatitis skin
breakdown with
bacterial colonization
• Weeping lymphorrhea
after hospital D/C
• Painful dried serum
eschar
• Massive ICU fluid
resuscitation for sepsis
• Edema due to sepsis,
CHF, renal
insufficiency

Problem

Treatment

Weeping L leg moisture
damaged skin 3 months
after a L femoral popliteal
bypass

Fuzzy Wale Elastic Compression
Textile*+ Robert Jones dressing,
changed day 4 then weekly

Day #0. Observe weeping lymph fluid forming drops that fall on the floor

Outcome

• Weeping lymph fluid
stops with 4 days
of Fuzzy Wale Elastic
Compression Textile*
• L ankle moisture
associated dermatitis
clears in 4 weeks

Day #90. Observe fuzzy wale elastic stockinet*, size medium regular
EdemaWear on L leg 3 months after a L femoral popliteal bypass for
ischemic L foot.

Day #0 Observe painful macerated red skin due to bacterial colonization adherent brown plaque due to inspissated serum.

Problem

Problem

• Massive lymphedema with
weeping wound
• Hospice patient with wound
and wet sheets
• Breast ca metastatic to pelvis

• Lipedema Syndrome [ from the Greek lipo- + . oidēma, swelling]
• Weeping lymphorrhea
• Moisture associated dermatitis and skin breakdown

Day #0. Skin was soaked with topical hypochlorous acid (HOCl) held in place 10 minutes with a washcloth. Topical HOCl kills biofilm bacteria and the reactive
oxygen it generates softens eschar. A dry wash cloth was used to easily and completely abrade away macerated skin and dried serum plaque.
Day # 0. The white plaques are full thickness macerated hide with clear lymph fluid pouring thought the necrotic skin requiring two bed sheet changes daily, hence the referral from Hospice to a wound clinic.

Day #0. The brown plaque is dried serum due to weeping lymphorrhea at areas where bilateral leg braces choked the
skin.

Day#0. Dried serum is a telling physical finding—this patient has uncontrolled
lymphedema. Nodular skin changes are diagnostic of uncontrolled lymphedema.

• Soft debridement after
topical hypochlorous
acid (HOCl) to soften
dry eschar
• Active carbon cloth**
on wet areas
• Fuzzy wale elastic
compression stockinet*
+ Robert Jones cotton
batting dressing

Treatment

• Silvadene to
soften crusted
serum
• Fuzzy wale
elastic
compression
controls weeping
lymph fluid/exudate

Treatment

Day#0. Silvadene cream will soften the dried serum eschar. Softening the eschar prevents skin tears occurring when the eschar
is debrided. Above the eschar is 6 cm nearly full thickness skin ulcer the result of recent moisture damage to the at risk skin.

Treatment

• Debridement
• Fuzzy wale elastic
compression* +Robert Jones
dressing
White stripe is a
reflection of the
ceiling florescent
fixture in clear
lymph fluid that
filled the debrided
wound cavity

Day # 21, Fuzzy wale elastic compression* + activated carbon cloth,** seen as a black cloth square in the photograph, staunched the weeping lymphorrhea
by the dressing change on day #4. Omaha Creighton Mercy wound clinic observes that the active carbon cloth** seen in this photo, appears highly effective
in direct contact with the skin to protect, prevent and treat large areas of moisture associated dermatitis. In the United Kingdom, where active carbon cloth is
made, they say, “Black is the new white in wound care.” We are impressed that a simple dry dressing of active carbon cloth, used in combination with elastic
compression, impacts inflammatory mediators that creates dermatitis.

Outcome

Outcome

Outcome

Day # 45. Wound
is slowly healing.
Lymphorrhea
has stopped with
fuzzy wale elastic
compression textile
stockinet. Observe
cornrow furrow in
the skin. Patient
died shortly after this
photograph was taken.

• Weeping stops on Rx day #10
• Wound is healing at time of
death

Dermatitis healed on
Day #21

• Fuzzy wale
stockinet dries up
weeping lymph
• Fuzzy wale
stockinet controls
massive edema
• Bacterial
colonization
abates

Day #0. This patient is the third patient on whom we prescribed active carbon cloth*** + fuzzy wale elastic compression
stockinet specifically for control of dermatitis due to moisture damage related to weeping lymphorrhea.

Treatment

• Active carbon cloth** on moisture damaged skin
• Fuzzy wale elastic compression* + Robert Jones dressing to
absorb lymphorrhea

Outcome

Clinical Problem

Moisture associated skin damage is a challenging
referral for WOCN therapists.1,2,3 When lymphorrhea
from massive lymphedema is the source of
moisture damage, management of the inflamed,
colonized wet limb becomes impossibly challenging
with traditional protocols.

Current Clinical Approach
Day #21. Patient was discharged after 21 days of treatment - a fantastic result. Compression was delivered by an “Omaha” layered dressing: active carbon
cloth** on at-risk skin + EdemaWear* fuzzy wale compression stockinet + absorptive cotton + elastic outer wrap.
Observe: (1) cornrow furrows in the skin due to longitudinal fuzzy wale elastic compression stockinet,* (2) exfoliated plaques of skin above the healed
dermatitis, and (3) resolution of massive edema due fuzzy wale elastic compression stockinet. Compression delivered by fuzzy wales appears to be highly
effective in clearing stasis dermatitis and stopping wound lymphorrhea. A standard Jobst type compression stocking or a profore type layered dressing
does not stop lymphorrhea in the Creighton Mercy Wound Clinic experience. Activated charcoal absorbs inflammatory mediators present in serous wound
exudates. Creighton Mercy Would clinic has observed that active carbon + elastic compression speed the resolution of stasis dermatitis. As a result of this
observation, we believe that it is important to put the black activated carbon cloth** in direct contact with the skin. Active carbon cloth dressings have been
covered with thin white paper since the 1960’s out of a faux fashion nursing “white” tradition.
Day#2. Observe, white arrow, faintly visible longitudinal cornrow furrows in the skin, the result of Fuzzy Wale Elastic compression
stockinet.* Fuzzy wale elastic compression will dependably control weeping lymphorrhea. Fuzzy wale compression will reverse
the nodular changes seen in this patient’s skin.

Day #0. Patient is depressed and tearful. The weeping lymph, in spite of a history of wearing Jobsttype custom stockings and lymphedema wraps, she has given up on compression. Weeping lymph
fluid is interfering with her job as a manager. Lipedema syndrome is defined as chronic swelling,
usually of the lower extremities, particularly in middle-aged women, caused by the widespread, even
distribution of subcutaneous fat and fluid. [lipo- + G. oidēma, swelling]

WOCN treatment protocols for management of wet
leg that utilize fuzzy wale elastic compression textile
have delivered dramatic healing results, drying up
lymphorrhea, clearing bacterial overgrowth, and
clearing of dermatitis.4,5 Therapeutic contact layers,
including activated carbon cloth** and rayon coated
with hydrophobic DACC polymer***, in tandem with
fuzzy wale compression, appears to be helpful in
clearing dermatitis.

Results

Photographs document treatment details and
outcomes in five difficult cases. All lymphorrhea
stopped, all dermatitis cleared and all wounds
healed. Lymphatic hypertension, evidenced by
lymphorrhea, cleared by day 14.

Conclusions

Treatment protocols for lymphorrhea and wet leg
that utilize fuzzy wale elastic compression textile
deliver dramatic healing results.
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Day #0. Observe the black active carbon cloth** sterile contact layer beneath the fuzzy wale
elastic compression stockinet prescribed to control of dermatitis due to moisture damage
related to weeping lymphorrhea. Activated charcoal absorbs inflammatory mediators present
in serous wound exudates. Creighton Mercy Would clinic has observed that active carbon +
elastic compression speed the resolution of stasis dermatitis. As a result of this observation,
we believe that it is important to put the black activated carbon cloth** in direct contact with
the skin. Active carbon cloth dressings were covered with thin white paper since the 1960’s
out of a faux fashion “nursing white” tradition—the effect of activated carbon cloth on wound
granulation tissue is impressive.

Day #0. Placing bilateral “Omaha Dressings” comprised of active carbon
cloth**as a sterile contact layer + fuzzy wale elastic compression stockinet*
(size large EdemaWear) + cotton batting + ACE wraps specifically for control
of dermatitis due to moisture damage related to weeping lymphorrhea in a
Lipedema Syndrome patient.

• L ankle
weeping clears
at 2 weeks
• Lost to follow
up at week
3. Referred
to lymphedema
clinic across
town.

